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Gross Mismanagement, Not Just COVID-19 
Saskatchewan – SEIU-West members and leaders were stunned to find out that there will be no 
more patient transfers happening from Saskatchewan’s collapsed health care system. We are 
appalled at the complete failure of the provincial government’s management of the COVID19 crisis 
and demanding the politically-motivated decision-making end immediately. 
“Patients in serious need of lifesaving care are waiting in peril because of the never-ending, politically 
motivated too little/too late actions of Premier Scott Moe and his government,” says SEIU-West 
President Barb Cape. “This government has abdicated its responsibilities by relying on non-medical 
experts to run the response to this fourth wave – it’s hard to believe I have to say this, but it’s time 
Moe and the politicians get out of the way and let medical and public health professionals try to 
salvage this disaster.” 
 “Our Premier, even with the benefit of being able to watch management responses in other, healthy 
and safe provinces, has blown every opportunity he’s had to get ahead of each COVID wave by 
putting his politics ahead of human life,” Cape adds. “We all saw this coming. We’re not the only ones 
who have been raising alarm bells and this government is simply not listening or taking advice, or 
help, from anyone, including their blatant contradictions of Saskatchewan’s CMHO, who wept 
yesterday over the lack of humanity.” 
Sask Party mismanagement of the pandemic has been political, deliberate and unapologetic since 
Day One, with Scott Moe and his Health Ministers squandering every opportunity they’ve had to make 
this better. The constant deflection of responsibility, pointing fingers elsewhere, blaming the feds has 
to stop.  
“The shocking audacity to pursue options in America, as opposed to taking the offered help from the 
federal government, resulting in delayed relief in Saskatchewan, was bad enough,” continues Cape. 
“Today, Saskatchewan’s health & long-term care environment is dangerously unsafe for patients and 
ALL health care workers, including their non-medical teammates.” SEIU-West members are tired, 
frustrated and mad. That’s why they will be calling the Premier and the Minister of Health today to tell 
them to get out of the way and let the experts in the health care system take the lead. 
Service Employees International Union West (SEIU-West) represents over 13,000 people across 
Saskatchewan. They include people who work in health care, education, municipalities, community-
based organizations, retirement homes and other sectors. SEIU-West members, like all health care 
and essential workers across Saskatchewan, have been providing hands-on care and in-person 
services since the very start of the pandemic, enduring extraordinary personal mental, physical and 
financial hurdles including the absence of and/or insufficient personal protective equipment, 
inconsistent application of protocols, isolation and lack of mental health supports, short-staffing levels 
and unfair, arbitrary distribution of Donna Harpauer’s temporary wage supplement. Visit 
PurpleWorks.ca to find out more about SEIU-West members 
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